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Faculty declines vote on CSL
‘justified departure’ policy
by James

Pouliot

Daily Editorial Board

While the Tufts Christian Fellowship
announced its decision yesterday to
decline applying for re-recognition
by the Tufts Community Union ( TCU)
Judiciary under the Committee on
Student Life’s (CSL) “justified departure” policy, the CSL policy still holds
for any group willing to implement it
as an Arts, Science and Engineering
(AS&E) faculty committee and
University President Anthony Monaco
have so far declined to overturn the
policy.
Members of the AS&E Faculty
Executive Committee decided not to
carry through on a vote on whether
to strike down the CSL’s “justified
departure” policy — despite a TCU
Senate resolution calling for such a
vote — because of a lack of a admin-

istrative precedent to do so, according to Faculty Executive Committee
co-chair Steven Hirsch, an associate
professor of classics.
Hirsch explained that the Faculty
Executive Committee did not see it as
within its purview to intervene in the
implementation of the CSL decision.
The Committee, which is responsible
for setting the full faculty meeting
agenda, found no legal basis for adding the issue of the CSL decision to
the list of concerns the faculty would
address.
“There’s no appeal beyond an
appeal,” he said. “You don’t get to
keep having more bites at the apple.”
The CSL in December created the
new policy for religious groups after
TCF appealed to the committee in
protest of their de-recognition by the
see CSL, page 2
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Tufts Christian Fellowship will not reapply for recognition by the Tufts Community Union
(TCU) Judiciary this year.

Tufts Christian Fellowship will
not seek Judiciary recognition
by

Abigail Feldman

Daily Editorial Board
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Hussein Ibish of the American Task Force on Palestine and Lara Friedman of Americans for Peace
Now discussed their support for a two-state solution with the Tufts community last night.

J Street U speakers urge two-state solution
to Israel-Palestine conflict
American Task Force on Palestine senior
fellow Hussein Ibish and Americans for
Peace Now director of policy and government relations Lara Friedman, spoke
yesterday during in a discussion hosted
by the Tufts chapter of J Street U, held
to explain the group’s support for a twostate solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
The talk, titled “Obama, Israel, and
Palestine: The Next Four Years,” was
attended by around 45 students as well
as University President Anthony Monaco,
who sat in the front row of Pearson 106.
Both speakers agreed that America
ought to pursue this issue purely from
the point of view of its own national
interests, as they believe a two-state
solution is necessary to both the nation’s
security and to its position as a global
leader. While Friedman argued that the
United States’ billions of dollars in military aid to Israel make us a party to the
conflict, Ibish pointed out that bringing
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict to a peaceful close would serve America’s national
interests on multiple fronts. A c c o r d i n g
to Ibish, Arabs often see international
relations through the lens of suffering
Palestinians.
“It complicates everything you do in
the Arab world and in other places,”
Ibish said. “This issue is a gift that keeps
on giving for extremists and terrorists,

anyone who wants automatic legitimacy,
instant credibility with certain constituencies, just by shouting.”
Friedman repeatedly stated that any
lasting two-state solution would require a
number of factors: two viable states with
contiguous borders based upon the 1967
lines, mutual capitals in Jerusalem and a
deal based on one-to-one land swaps.
Missing any of these, she said, would
fatally compromise the deal.
Friedman argued that a deal would also
require Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu to treat the White House
as a friend and ally, rather than repeatedly humiliating the president. She called
upon President Barack Obama to use his
powers of persuasion and his new secretary of state, John Kerry, to speak directly
to the Israeli and Palestinian people in
hopes of putting internal pressure on
their leaders.
Both Ibish and Friedman expressed
cautious hope that a solution could be
reached before it was necessary to fight a
war in order to reopen communications.
“I’m not super optimistic, but in
some ways I’m very hopeful,” Friedman
said. “I think the stars are aligned right
now in a way that they have not been
in a long time. The question is, will the
policies come together and make it
work? I’m hopeful.”
— by James Pouliot

Inside this issue

Tufts Christian Fellowship (TCF) leaders announced yesterday that the group
will not reapply for (TCU) Judiciary recognition despite a policy created for
religious groups by the Committee on
Student Life in December that would
have allowed TCF to reapply without
changing unconstitutional clauses in its
governing documents.
The clauses in question require TCF
leaders to uphold a certain set of religious
beliefs, including those that implicitly
reject homosexual activity as unacceptable behavior for potential leaders. The
Judiciary ruled this fall that such clauses
violated the TCU Constitution’s non-

discrimination clause, and in response
to an appeal to that ruling the CSL created a new rule allowing for ‘justifiable
departure’ from the university’s nondiscrimination policy in the case that
religious groups were able to prove their
faith’s doctrine merited exemption from
the policy.
In an email to the Judiciary yesterday
morning, the last day of a 60-day period
granted by CSL for the group to make the
decision, the group cited the CSL policy’s
failure to make a distinction between
sexual orientation and sexual expression
as its reason for not employing it to apply
for re-recognition.
“Our desire for every leader is to subsee TCF, page 2

Zen teacher discusses
importance of meditation
by Victoria

Leistman

Daily Editorial Board

Well-known Zen teacher Geoffrey
Shugen Arnold, sensei abbot of the
Mountains & Rivers Order in New York,
spoke yesterday about the path towards
a better, more peaceful life through Zen
meditation to over 50 attendees at Distler
Performance Hall.
The event, titled “Hearing with the
Eye, Seeing with the Ear,” offered information on Zen values and instruction
on Buddhist principles, and reflected on
creativity and self-study.
Associate Professor in the Department of
Art and Art History Ikumi Kaminishi introduced Arnold and said that in the 10 years
she has known him, she has always wanted
the opportunity to bring him to Tufts.

“He’s one of the most compassionate
people,” she said. “We always carry baggage and he helps to carry that [baggage]
with you.”
Arnold opened by bowing to the
audience, slipping out of his shoes and
assuming the full lotus position on a
pillow set upon the stage. Kaminishi
handed him a cup of tea, and he cleared
his throat several times before beginning
a discussion on individual experience
and perception.
“The question is — what is the world?”
he said. “In Buddhism, mind is also one
of the modes of perception.”
According to Arnold, there are three
essential elements that must come
together to produce a perception. There
see ZEN, page 2
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Zen teacher Geoffrey Shugen Arnold reflected yesterday on Zen meditation, self-study and creativity to the Tufts community at Distler Performance Hall.

Zen teacher explains Buddhist, Zen meditation
ZEN

continued from page 2

must be the object of perception, the organ of perception —
the eye — and a consciousness
of the perception.
He said the world is not
the same external world for
everyone, but an individual’s
projected perception of it as
informed by personal memories and experiences.
“To see into our sense and
to experience a sense of pleasure, what we need to do is see
beyond the seemingly obvious
of this pleasure and look deeper,” he said.
According to Arnold, Buddhism

asks about the nature of experience and creation of people’s own
realities. He said life becomes a
constant strategy in which people try to find a way to preserve
pleasure and avoid pain.
“The Buddha said in his first
teaching that life is suffering,”
he said. “Another way of looking at that is saying life is conflict. We are in conflict with the
world, and the world wins.”
Arnold said that meditation
provides a method for looking
at the world with a clarity that
the clouded mind otherwise
prevents. Society discourages
discomfort, but discomfort is
necessary in order to confront

what drives people’s perceptions, he said.
“We trash a lot of things that
we cannot accept of ourselves
[and] of the world,” Arnold said.
“But it does not go away.”
The ultimate transformative
aspect of meditation is the illumination that comes with freeing oneself from the desire to
preserve pleasure and accept
the existence of a world outside one’s perception, according to Arnold.
Arnold said he grew up in a
non-religious but open family in the South, though he
became disillusioned and dissatisfied in high school.

Desiring more, he began
attending different churches
every Sunday until he found,
in a poor African-American
community, one that gave him
his first sense of inspiration,
he said.
“I knew it wasn’t my path, but
it was the first moment I felt
something real,” Arnold said.
According to Arnold, he was
led to Zen meditation, finding in
Buddhism a path to a way of doing
something positive with life.
“How from within a dark place
can you recognize life?” Arnold
asked. “This is one of the mysteries of humanity. We all think
of ourselves as being powerless

but we’re constantly affecting
our power on each other. Every
action has a moral value.”
Attendee Julie Perrone said
she found the information
Arnold presented educational.
“It was something I knew
very little about,” Perrone, a
sophomore, said. “I thought he
was very articulate.”
The event was sponsored
by the Department of Art and
Art History, the Department
of Religion, the Asian Studies
Program, the Charles Smith
Endowment Fund and the
Department
of
German,
Russian and Asian Languages
and Literatures.

After faculty declines to vote, CSL’s ‘justified departure’ policy still stands
CSL

continued from page 1

Judiciary, which was based on
an unconstitutional clause in
the group’s governing documents. The clause in question
required potential TCF leaders
to affirm their belief in eight
“basic biblical truths about
Christianity,” a requirement
the Judiciary ruled in October
violated the nondiscrimination
clause of the TCU Constitution.
The Chaplaincy, a university
department consisting of the
chaplains for the four represented religious sects, now has
the ability to issue permission
for exemption from the university’s nondiscrimination
policy on a religious basis.
According to Hirsch, an
appeal for the faculty to vote

on the legitimacy of this new
policy failed to jump two major
hurdles. First, he said, there
was no precedent for altering
the agenda based upon the TCU
Senate or any other student
body’s wishes. Second, there
was n o legal basis or precedent for the faculty to overturn
a Committee’s decision under
these circumstances.
“It really comes down to the
question of the faculty bylaws,”
Hirsch said. “It’s not clear to us
that the Executive Committee
has any role in terms of interfering with the work of a committee, nor that the faculty
would do that. I can’t figure out
from the bylaws any procedure
whereby this would happen.”
Several student groups,
including the TCU Senate,

have
voiced
opposition
to the CSL’s policy and had
identified the (AS&E) Faculty
Executive Committee as their
last recourse to overturn the
CSL’s decision, according to
TCU President Wyatt Cadley.
The
Senate
previously
appealed to University President
Anthony Monaco last month
to overturn the CSL’s decision,
according to Cadley, a senior.
Monaco has refused to hear an
appeal on the new policy.
Hirsch said neither the
Executive Committee nor the
Office of University Counsel
(OUC) is aware of a method
that would allow the faculty’s
interference. Hirsch said there
appears to be no remaining
viable methods of overturning
the CSL’s decision.

Cadley did not say whether
the TCU Senate, or any other
student group, will continue
to fight against the new policy,
nor what tools they could use
if they wanted to.
“It is incredibly disheartening that the faculty’s Executive
Committee is unwilling to even
debate the merits of this policy,” Cadley told the Daily in
an email. “The fact that such
a policy can be implemented
and be subsequently met with
silence from relevant stakeholders reveals an embarrassing bureaucratic failure.”
Because the Judiciary was the
first to hear the case, and protocol leads appeals to Judiciary
decisions to the CSL and no
further, Hirsch said the faculty
had no authority to continue

making judgments on the case.
“I think the faculty is probably not concerned that this
is going to lead to all kinds of
trouble down the line,” he said.
“They’re probably sensitive to
the fact that this committee
had to deal with a tough issue
and did the best it could.”
Hirsch said an appeal to
Monaco would have been the
best shot at overturning the
decision, but that it would
have occurred on questionable legal grounds.
“I believe that the Committee
has made a thoughtful decision
that is in keeping with Tufts’
commitment to a diverse and
welcoming campus community and to a vibrant spiritual life
on campus,” Monaco wrote in
a public statement on Dec. 7.

TCF chooses to lose rights to Tufts name, TCU Treasury funding
TCF

continued from page 1

mit their sexual expression to
the will of God,” senior Ezichi
Ednah Nwafor, one of six members of TCF’s leadership board,
or Vision and Planning Team,
said. “We wouldn’t be able to
really make that distinction if we
put together expression and orientation under one category.”
Had TCF chosen to reapply,
according to Judiciary chair
Adam Sax, a senior, the policy
would have allowed the group to
maintain the list of tenets, called
the Basis of Faith, that prohibits
those who engage in homosexual behavior from becoming a
leader of the group.
Sax wrote in an email that TCF
can continue to exist as a Tufts
chapter of InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship. As with all cases of

de-recognition, however, the
group will no longer retain the
right to reserve room space on
campus, use Tufts’ name or
apply for TCU Treasury funding.
For now, the future structure
of TCF is unclear, Nwafor said.
“Most likely, Bible studies
will still continue,” Nwafor said.
“But as for the structure and
organization of the community,
that is going to be something
that we are figuring out amongst
ourselves and trying to reevaluate how our structuring activities with our membership works
now, in this new status of derecognition.”
According to Nwafor, TCF
took the full 60-day period allocated by the CSL to get a full
understanding and consensus of
the group members’ opinions.
TCF leadership held meetings

for members and even provided
a survey of open-ended questions about the issue.
The Vision and Planning Team
also contacted other religious
groups on campus to understand how the CSL’s new policy
would affect groups in different
situations. Though the Vision
and Planning Team ultimately
made the decision not to reapply, Nwafor stressed the group’s
consensus in choosing not to
apply for recognition.
“We work as a fellowship
and it’s very important for us
to gather the opinions and
thoughts of our fellowship
when making a decision,” she
said. “We really wanted to take
into consideration their ideas,
even their different theologies,
in how we would apply this to
our decision.”

Under future leadership, the
group still may choose to reapply for recognition in the future,
Nwafor added.
“Right now, we won’t be seeking re-recognition, but [next
year’s] Vision and Planning Team
can always make the decision to
go a different route than us,”
Nwafor said.
Sax explained that besides
having to gain approval by the
University Chaplaincy and the
Judiciary, the group would face
several obstacles in attempting
to regain recognition, especially
if they reapply as a new group.
“The Judiciary is always skeptical of any group that existed
one year, fell out of commission, then came back [as a] new
group in the following year,”
Sax said. Usually, he said, when
a group reapplies it indicates

only “contingent” student interest in the group that doesn’t
indicate sustainability.
“That’s probably not true
with TCF, so that will be something that the Judiciary will
have to take into consideration,
but not in such a strict sense,”
Sax said.
Though TCF can no longer use the university’s name,
Nwafor explained that the
group still felt connected to the
campus community.
“All in all, we’re thankful
for the [“justified departure”]
policy that really honored the
particular needs of religious
groups on campus, and we still
have a great desire to be part of
this campus,” Nwafor said.
James Pouliot contributed
reporting to this article.
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Women struggle to break into entrepreneurial
boy’s club at Tufts, beyond Hill
by

Hannah Fingerhut

Daily Editorial Board

This is the third article in a series
focusing on gender issues within different contexts at Tufts.

At Tufts and nationwide, the field of
entrepreneurship — like many others
— is unbalanced when it comes to gender. Men outnumber women considerably in business and finance careers
— McKinsey & Company researchers
found in their November 2012 quarterly
report that women occupy only 15 percent of seats on corporate boards in the
United States. Women comprised a 35.3
percent share of total entrepreneurial
activity in the United States in 2010,
according to the Kauffman Index of
Entrepreneurial Activity.
The Tufts entrepreneurial scene displays similar gender gaps. In the 20122013 academic year, women made up
39 percent of enrollment in the Gordon
Institute’s Entrepreneurial Leadership
Studies (ELS) minor, slightly higher than
the 34 percent in the 2011-2012 and
2009-2010 academic years and 36 percent in 2010-2011, according to Professor
of the Practice for ELS John Hodgman.
“It’s something you see replicated in
the percentages of people that set up
companies. Entrepreneurship does tend
to be ... a very male-dominated environment,” James Barlow, director of the
ELS program, said. “It just seems to be
[perpetuated] by the number of male
investors, the number of successful
entrepreneurs that are male. There’s just
a volume game that seems to become
self-perpetuating.”
While interest in entrepreneurship and innovation is strong at
Tufts through outlets like ELS, the
$100K Business Competition, Tufts
Entrepreneurs Society (TES) and the
Tufts Venture Fund, Barlow hopes to
increase support for student entrepreneurs, including women.
“From my perspective, the more people we can get involved in entrepreneurship, the better,” he said. “I think that
it behooves us to have a great balance
both in terms of subject and discipline
and gender in these classes; that’s exciting to see.”
The perception that entrepreneurship is a “boys’ club” is not uncommon
and has often contributed to the selfperpetuating dynamic of gender imbalance, according to ELS Lecturer Inge
Milde, who is involved in organizing the
Business Plan Competition.
“What I’m seeing is that the playing
field is certainly not level yet,” Milde
said. “It’s still very much a boy’s world.”
Milde commented on the reasons
behind this trend, noting the evolution of the field toward greater inclusion of women.
“Not so much from my generation,
but ... in the ’50s and ’60s, there was
this huge feeling that you had to act
like a man in business, to play the way
men do. There was very little acknowledgement that the differences that
women bring are valuable, especially
in big business,” she said. “So they
had to play like the boys in order to
be accepted to the boys’ club, and I
think that’s shifting. There’s more of an
appreciation for the differences that
women do bring, whether that’s intuition or collaboration or using emotion
as a strength in business.”
TES served as a hangout for six senior
men just a few years ago, according to TES
vice president Kate Hitchner, a senior.
“I would say it’s kind of changed a
little bit. I think it’s hard to say because I
just went and hung out with those guys,
and it was probably all guys because
they were just friends,” she said. “I’d
say that now there are probably just as
many girls. I just think it’s naturally guys
that come to it first because they think
[they’re] going to go into business.”

Nick Pfosi / The Tufts Daily

An Entrepreneurial Leadership Studies (ELS) class is attended by a mix of men and women.
Junior Kip Denoyer, who is involved in
both TES and Tufts Venture Fund, pointed out the strong interest of women on
campus in these groups.
“It’s pretty clear that in the larger business world, females tend to be underrepresented in the higher ranks of business,” he said. “But on campus, it seems
like when we have meetings or events I
guess there are fewer females coming to
our events, but it’s not black and white.
There are females who are very involved
on campus.”
The Business Plan Competition, an
integral aspect of the Entrepreneurial
Leadership program, had record submissions this year, according to Barlow.
Senior Adrienne Dreyfus won the classic
competition last year with her application for consumers and merchandisers, PriceTrack. Dreyfus, who is also a
computer science major, completed the
project independently.
“Everyone is respectful and supportive. It’s just that they don’t really understand that, in my personal opinion, we
have to play by men’s rules because
they’re the majority,” she said. “It just
gets really exhausting to have to blend
myself in, so I kind of prefer to just do
things my own way because I find it
more comfortable.”
Dreyfus pointed out that the behavior
of both men and women contributes to
the perpetuation of gender norms in the
entrepreneurial scene.
“I think it’s a very interesting dynamic, and it’s up to both genders to fix it
... I think for startups and the entrepreneurial world in particular — this is a
total generalization — but women tend
to be perfectionists, which is great, we
all want to aspire to be the best we can
be, so it’s a great quality to have,” she
said. “But it’s the worst quality to have
if you want to be in startups, because
there’s no perfection in startups unless
you perfectly fail. That’s most women’s
nightmares, in a way.”
This “boys’ club” atmosphere may
deter women from becoming involved,
Dreyfus said.
“I think guys could do a lot better at
reaching out to women and bringing them
in because it’s a guy’s club, that’s the idea
of it,” she said. “I don’t want to intrude on
a guy’s club, because if I intrude when I’m
not invited, that makes it really uncomfortable for me.”
“I know that they all have the best
intentions, and they would love for more
women to be involved. It’s not like they’re
trying to keep women out, it’s just that I
don’t think they realize that being a passive member of the group isn’t going to
help women,” she added.
Sarah Lockwood (LA ’13) participated
in TES and founded College Outside, an
online magazine for outdoor-oriented
students. She now works as the Business
Development Manager at Her Campus,
an online magazine and community for

women founded by three female Harvard
students in 2009. Lockwood commented
on the difficulties for women in a maledominated field, including a lack of
other women.
“The major obstacle that I’ve found is
finding other women mentors, because
the majority of successful [businesses]
are run by men. It’s been difficult for
me to find someone that’s a successful
businesswoman at a company that I
respect that I can turn to as a mentor,”
she said. “Eventually I would love to be
able to show someone the ropes and
what I’ve learned.”
Although college-educated women
have increased their share in the overall workforce according to the U.S.
Department of Commerce, certain
obstacles for women remain. Denoyer
recognized this phenomenon within
entrepreneurship.
“I think generally the same barriers that exist for women in the general workplace exist in trying to start a
business and get funding because you
have to go up against similar situations,”
he said. “Finance is a very male-driven
field, and it might be difficult to go into a
very aggressive set of venture capitalists
and ask for money in a similar way that
it might be hard to ask for a raise.”
In addition to finance, technology is
a field where women are traditionally
under-represented. This translates into
gender imbalance within tech startups —
according to the Kauffman Foundation,
women comprise just 10 percent of highgrowth technology startup founders.
“One thing to think about is the fact
that the startups scene in Boston is
really dominated by tech and so if a
small percentage of women are becoming developers and learning [skills] in
these fields, then obviously that’s going
to translate into less tech companies
run by women,” Lockwood said. “So a
lot of it is just getting more women into
the fields of tech as well, that’s going to
really boast the startup numbers in the
entrepreneurial field.”
Despite the unbalanced representation of women in the field, there
are many female entrepreneurs who
have been tremendously successful.
At Tufts, Barlow sees women engaged
in his Entrepreneurship and Business
Planning course and hopes that more
will join, adding to the diversity of students in the program.
“Certainly what I see in my ELS 101
class are some really strong, confidant
and incredibly capable young women
[exploring] entrepreneurship programs,
and they are often the driving force within
the teams,” he said. “It’s fantastic to see —
they’re amongst a really dynamic, diverse
group. I think what we’ll start to see as we
build up greater opportunities for different
kinds of innovation [are] different kinds of
entrepreneurship that may appeal better
to an even broader spectrum.”

Falcon Reese | Tongues Tied

Sign on
the dotted line

O

ver the past year, I’ve developed
something of an interest in contracts. To be clear, in no way should
that statement be taken to mean
that I want to become a lawyer. Sure, becoming one would probably mean job security
and a stable career and a decent salary and a
direction in life other than backwards
Wait, why don’t I want to be a lawyer
again?
No, I became interested in contracts
because of my nightmarish landlords and
how much grief signing one simple lease
agreement has given me over the past nine
months. Doing so has, unfortunately, led
to an unnecessary number of hours spent
contemplating responsibility to other people
that goes beyond what’s explicitly enumerated in words. Phrases like “human decency”
and “die in a ditch” have been muttered
mutinously under my breath with increasing
frequency. So when I came across a curious
Polish word referring to a very specific type
of contract, my interest was piqued.
“Dožywocie” has two oddly disparate yet
related translations. The first means “life
imprisonment.” The second translation is
“annuity,” a financial term I had to look up
that refers to a fixed series of payments,
commonly terminating upon the annuitant’s death — usually a form of income
after retirement. In practical usage, the first
translation’s meaning is obvious. The second translation, though, is used in reference
to a type of contract elucidated in the Civil
Code of Poland under which property is
transferred from one party to another in
exchange for the recipient providing for lifetime maintenance of said property.
My knowledge of law and my interest in
finance are both nonexistent, so these two
definitions hold very little appeal for me.
What captured my attention was a colloquial third definition — “dožywocie” refers
to the unwritten contract that promises parents will give their children unconditional,
lifelong support. I find it hilarious that the
term for parental responsibility in Polish is
conflated with a prison sentence — I wonder what the word for marriage is — but if
you think about it, it makes sense. Being a
parent should theoretically involve a lifelong term of service that includes “maintenance” and support. As to it being considered a punishment, I’ll leave that judgment
to those on whom it’s self-inflicted.
I wish I had a joke to make here, but I
honestly just kind of love this word. I do not
currently want any children, but I would
take the decision to raise a child exceptionally seriously, and I believe the gravity of that
choice and the true depth of responsibility
one owes their child is lost on an uncomfortably large proportion of people. And as
funny as I find it that the Polish language is
essentially equating raising a child to going
to prison or signing a binding contract, I
really do wish that more parents associated
that sense of responsibility and consequence
with childrearing. I have too many friends
with daddy issues and a happily larger number with truly amazing parents that I can
clearly see that just getting knocked up does
not a mother or father make.
I’ll toss my cardboard soapbox in the recycling bin now.
Now back to my landlords. I’d hardly put
them on the same level as my parents, but
they should be responsible for their tenants
to a reasonable degree, so I’ll joke about
them instead. Ready? “Knock, knock.” “Who’s
there?” “Your landlords!” “Really? Couldn’t
be. You two live in Florida and never answer
the phone and owe the oil company money,
which is interfering with our utilities bill, and
rent us a house with falling ceiling tiles and
broken radiators and a front door that doesn’t
lock properly.” “[crickets chirping]” “You guys
still there? I have a Polish dictionary with a
word you might be interested in!”
Falcon Reese is a junior majoring in
sociology. He can be reached at Falcon.
Reese@tufts.edu.
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TV Review

‘How I Met Your Mother’ strives for
increasingly thought-provoking plots
by Sarah

Zheng

Daily Editorial Board

It’s been a whirlwind of romance
and drama in the latest season of
“How I Met Your Mother,” although

How I Met Your Mother
Starring Josh Radnor, Jason
Segel, Cobie Smulders, Neil
Patrick Harris
Airs Mondays at 8 p.m. on CBS
unsurprisingly, none of that excitement brings us much closer to the
answer to the question posed by the
title of the show. At this point, does
the identity of the mysterious mother
even matter? The audience has sat
through seven seasons of tantalizing
and ultimately empty promises of her
reveal, with glimpses of her foot, her
umbrella and her roommate, rabidly
questioning each new female character that is introduced to the show. Will
the last few episodes of the season
finally give some answers?
“How I Met Your Mother” follows
the tales of a core group of friends:
romantic and often annoyingly esoteric professor of architecture Ted Mosby
( Josh Radnor), easygoing lawyer
Marshall Eriksen ( Jason Segel), morally inclined kindergarten teacher Lily
Aldrin (Alyson Hannigan), highly competitive womanizer Barney Stinson
(Neil Patrick Harris) and individualistic news anchor Robin Scherbatsky
(Cobie Smulders). The gang’s stories
are told in a series of flashbacks of the
future Ted telling his children how he
met their mother.
This season has been a collection of
the making and breaking of romantic
relationships. They range from rekindled love with old flames like Ted and
his love from the first season Victoria
(Ashley Williams) to trust issues
between Barney and just about anyone
who loves him. It also covers everything
from Marshall and Lily trying to raise
their firstborn child to the decisions

Tony Felgueiras via Flickr Creative Commons

The relationship between Barney and Robin, played by Cobie Smulders, has been a highlight of this season.
that everyone has to make in the face
of love. Season eight has been a critical
success by making the audience examine their own lives, to see that the most
meaningful relationships oftentimes
come with the most obstacles.

Album Review

Youth Lagoon explores rich,
sensational soundscape
by Joe Stile

Daily Staff Writer

Youth Lagoon’s sophomore album,
“Wondrous Bughouse,” expands on
what made its debut so magical with

As most critics would agree, the
person holding up the show is Barney
Stinson, the lovable and some might
argue, insane character who creates
see MOTHER, page 6

Restaurant Review

Temple Bar brunch
convenient,
delicious
by

Hannah Levenson

Contributing Writer

If you are looking to add some extra
spice to your normal brunch routine
beyond Soundbites and Ball Square

Temple Bar

Wondrous Bughouse
Youth Lagoon

1688 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
617-547-5055
Price Range: $$

Fat Possum Records
a cavernous and complex record. The
intricate melodies and hazy synths
create a feeling of open-eyed wonderment on the album that is likely to
stir strong emotions from listeners.
People aren’t likely to call what
Youth Lagoon is doing original. Bits
of Tame Impala, Animal Collective,
James Blake, MGMT and “Sgt. Pepper”
(1967)-era Beatles can be heard
throughout. Youth Lagoon, though, is
smart. These parts aren’t just simple
mimicry but rather tools for constructing very specific vibes. What
see LAGOON, page 6

Nickmickolas via Flickr Creative Commons

Youth Lagoon lead singer Trevor Powers’ vocals
are highlighted on “Wondrous Bughouse.”

Café, look no further than Cambridge’s
Temple Bar. Offering sophisticated
New American charm and — most
importantly — a divine brunch menu,
this contemporary restaurant sits just
a half a mile from the Porter Square
T stop. Even the walk to the restaurant itself is extremely enjoyable, peppered with enticing trinket and vintage stores and trendy coffee shops.
Temple Bar is the type of hotspot
see TEMPLE, page 6

Rebecca Santiago | Is So Vain

Eyelashes!
Eyelashes!
Eyelashes!

F

irst: I promise that, in this column
about eyelashes, I will not use the
phrase“Kardashian lashes,” except for
where I used it right there. God. That
said, I do like my ocular fringe as doe-like as
can be. The minute I’m gainfully employed,
I will probably start eschewing groceries for
eyelash extensions, which are, you know,
basically just more eyelashes glued onto your
eyelids. It’s more glam than it sounds. (If
you’re a person of means, the running price
for lash extensions in Boston is between $125
and $350-ish. Also, please invite me to your
beach houses in exotic locations.)
So, no eyelash extensions for me — and,
save for the most special of occasions, no
falsies, either. Those things take time and
patience, man, and, as I’m watching “Arrested
Development” (2003-2006) for the first time
ever on Netflix, I have neither. So, I guess
what I’m really talking about here is everyday
eyelash maintenance for the perennially lazy
who want to look vaguely like desexualized
(French!) Real Dolls.
Anyway. Eyelashes, like regular hair, need
conditioning, and for that I recommend Bag
Balm ($8.99, Walgreens.com). Without this
green miracle tin of Vaseline-y gunk, I would
look like a molting snake — with dull eyelashes — all winter.
Bag Balm is one of those weird humansand-animals products like Mane ‘n Tail
shampoo, so, like, if you have a cow with
a chafed udder or whatever, jackpot! But
even if you lack in the bovine department,
this balm is great for human lips, and just
a dab of it makes eyelashes look thicker
and glossier. I wear it overnight to deepcondition. Just don’t grease yourself in the
eye like an idiot.
Now I’ve heard talk of many cool premascara primers and powders, but with
spring break right around the corner I
should really be saving up my extra dollars
for daiquiris in the Dominican Republic.
So, don’t get too mad at me, but I crowdsourced this article a little.
Here’s what I’m seeing: Estée裠Lauder Lash
Primer Plus ($21, Nordstrom.com), which,
uh, primes your eyelashes for mascara, is
essentially liquid gold (in awesomeness,
not color). It adds volume and keeps mascara from clumping or disintegrating into
gross mascara flakes all over your cheeks.
Apply mascara before the primer dries for
smoothest results.
Oh, and the mascara you should be applying, by the way, is Lancome Oscillating
Vibrating Infinite Power Mascara ($39.75,
Amazon.com). I mean, I would buy it for the
name alone, but this is the vibrating mascara
that convinced me that vibrating mascaras
are not, in fact, on-the-cheap sex toys. You
don’t even really need an eyelash curler with
this stuff, which is great, because eyelash
curlers look like medieval torture devices.
Even though you’re supposed to buy a new
tube of mascara every three months, I’ve had
mine for at least half a year, and it’s still giving
me Sailor Moon eyes.
There is an art to the application this
mascara, albeit not a high art. Press the vibe
button and hold the mascara wand at your
lash line (right where your eyelashes meet
your eyes). Keep it there for a few seconds,
say three, and then slowly zigzag the wand
up through your eyelashes. Then, beginning
not too close to the lash line, do a quick
vertical upward stroke. Clean any blotchy
parts with a Q-tip, or, um, your spitty pinkie
finger, as I often do.
If you still have clumps, which you
shouldn’t, tackle them with an eyelash
comb like Sonia Kashuk’s ($4.99, Target.
com). Finally, wink at yourself in the mirror
like seven times, because, duh, you can’t
even help it. Hey. How you doin’? Come
here often?
Rebecca Santiago is a senior majoring in
English. She can be reached at rebecca.santiago@tufts.edu or on Twitter at @rebsanti.
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Temple Bar delights with sophisticated yet simple menu,
serves as alternative to traditional brunch spots

Leslee_atflickr via flickr creative commons

Temple Bar serves a delicious assortment of cocktails including the Tequila Sunrise, which
features jalapeño juice, as well as traditional Peach Bellinis and Bloody Marys.

TEMPLE

continued from page 5

that recommends, though does not
require, a reservation, which can easily be made the day before. Their
delicious brunch is only offered on
Saturdays and Sundays, and fills up
quickly.
One could hope to get lucky enough
to be seated near the huge floor length
windows — the perfect location on a
brilliant sunny day.
Also contributing to the atmosphere
are huge, antique plush green chairs
that allow a reprieve from the stress of
work and school. In the background,
soulful, soothing songs by Al Green
and Otis Redding supplement patrons’
relaxation.

A few minutes after being seated,
patrons are greeted by an assortment
of complimentary breakfast pastries. As
soon as the plate touches the table, it’s
impossible not to dive into the delectable finger food and stuff oneself with
bits of coffee cake and other sweets.
While the brunch hors d’oeuvre is
quite appetizing on its own, those in
search of an additional remedy need
look no further than the section on the
menu titled “Eyeopeners.” This alcohol selection offers an assortment of
$8 morning cures — a little hair of the
dog — from Mango or Peach Bellinis
to Bloody Marys. Those wanting a citrus fix should try their Tequila Sunrise
with a unique, zesty splash of jalapeno
juice. It is undeniably an eye opener to

say the least. But if one is looking for
a non-alcoholic morning pick-me-up,
there are a range of coffees and teas
for a lesser price of $3 as well as fresh
squeezed juices.
After having awakened from a few
hors d’oeuvres and drinks, you can now
begin to scan the single-page brunch
menu. Everything looks so delicious
and is so eloquently described that
narrowing down a choice might be
difficult.
Whether you are in a hearty protein
mood, a rich dessert mood or craving a
light earthy dish, Temple Bar’s refined
menu appeals to every appetite from
savory to sweet. Additionally, for those
feeling extra hungry, side dishes such
as multigrain toast, seasonal fruit
and berries, hickory-smoked bacon
or a bagel with cream cheese go for
between $2 and $5.
Dissecting the menu, you may
find yourself stuck in the omnivore’s
dilemma. Should you satisfy your
sweet tooth and pick the cinnamon
mascarpone French toast, drizzled
with banana rum caramel sauce and
dusted with crushed toasted almond
praline? Or should you select the
“Cowboy Omelette,” a heartier morning option stuffed with succulent
bits of chorizo, mushrooms, roasted
peppers, onion, and Vermont cheddar and served with a side of ovenroasted potatoes? Another option is
the carrot cake pancakes with a sweet
cream cheese drizzle, toasted pecans
and a side of bacon, enough to make
your mouth water by just reading the
menu’s description. Of course it lived
up to sugary expectations.
Overall, Temple Bar serves up a perfect brunch. With prices around the
same as Soundbites and Ball Square
Café, the restaurant offers a sophisticated yet simple brunch menu for any
range of palates.
Unlike the two aforementioned restaurants, however, patrons don’t feel
as rushed or overwhelmed at Temple
Bar. In addition, the service remains
personalized, and wait staff are
extremely attentive and composed.
Truly, the modern decor and relaxing
ambience coupled with jazzy R&B and
tasty food make this sleek joint the
perfect place to slip away from Tufts
and unwind.
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‘Mother’ still
engaging eight
seasons in
MOTHER

continued from page 5

a harem of ridiculous ideas to bring
color to the otherwise easily dulled
rhythm of life. In this season, Barney’s
innovative ways to get girls feed the
humor of the episodes. Whether it is
Barney’s legendary relationship playbook or his dilemma in deciding which
strip club to frequent, Barney’s jokes
and tomfooleries are still the heart of
“How I Met Your Mother.”
The highlight of the season has to
be the storyline surrounding the relationship between Barney and Robin,
who have been on and off over the
years. They’ve both been engaged to
other people, have loved and have
lost. But over the years, the one thing
that has never changed is the connection that Barney and Robin have
and, underlying that, their love for
each other. When Barney decides to
go all out and win the love of his life,
he pulls a series of shenanigans to get
Robin to go crazy for him. What really
pulls at the audience’s heartstrings,
however, is Ted’s love for Robin. He has
loved her unconditionally throughout
all the years and despite dating several women in-between, that love has
never wavered. When he is faced with
the ultimate predicament of all — letting Robin go or keeping her for himself — Ted has to reconcile his feelings with his desire to let Robin find
the happiness he thinks she deserves.
These trials and tribulations bring
about fresh perspectives for the audience on what this thing they call “love”
really is.
Despite the tired who-is-the-mother
plotline that the show continues to
drag along, “How I Met Your Mother”
continues to keep things entertaining
with previous characters like Marshall’s
old brunch buddy Brad, the intimidating and creepy Captain and Robin’s
beloved alter-ego Robin Sparkles.
This season of “How I Met Your
Mother” doesn’t promise more answers,
more excitement or more laughter than
ever before, but its added substance
does make us thinking a little longer
about our own choices in life, love and
everything else.

Youth Lagoon embraces complex textures on ‘Wondrous Bughouse’
LAGOON

continued from page 5

these elements do is more substantial
than mere production tricks and point
to some highly talented and knowledgeable musicians at work.
Many tracks feel like grown-up lullabies in the comforting way that they
wrap themselves around the listener’s
ears. The charming instrumental opener explodes into the next song, “Mute,”
in a way that shows that the band is
constantly trying to do different things
on “Wondrous Bughouse.” While having
this large of a scope can be risky, it pays
off immensely here because it keeps the
album interesting even in its quieter
and more elaborate moments.
There is a buoyancy to lead singer
Trevor Powers’ voice that sounds amazing with the songs’ productions. The
record’s longest cut, “Raspberry Cane,”
is an example of how the tenderness
and airiness of Powers’ vocals sell the
song and its ambiences without ever
seeming slight or weak. He sounds otherworldly at times and yet he is always
completely human in his delivery.
These feelings on the record are so
strong that even on the tracks where
the reverb and echo are so high that the
actual lyrics can’t really be completely
understood, what Youth Lagoon is trying to get across is still incredibly clear.
Not only does most of the album
make listeners feel, it also makes them
think. The atmosphere of one of the
record’s earlier tracks, “The Bath,” calls
to mind the stronger moments of How
to Dress Well and Bon Iver in such a
way that listeners are likely to ponder
exactly how Youth Lagoon constructs its

Chris Goldberg via Flickr Creative Commons

Despite the gorgeous textures employed, Youth Lagoon isn’t afraid to sound strange on “Wondrous Bughouse.”
songs so brilliantly. At first they sound
so simple, that is until you try to unpack
all that is crammed onto the track.
Despite the gorgeous texture of most
of “Wondrous Bughouse,” the album
is also unafraid to sound strange and
un-pretty at times. Paradoxically,
this choice makes the band sound all
the more beautiful overall. The huge
amounts of echo on tracks create a
pleasant harmony with Powers’ vocals,
even if this effect muddles them in the
process. Even the few disharmonious
electronic touches add to the texture of
the tracks and nicely counter the songs’

overwhelming warmth.
If there is a flaw in the album, it is
that no song stands out as a potential single or entry song. The album
unfolds cohesively, and feels like more
than a collection of songs. It benefits
from being heard straight through, with
all its ebbs and flows and odd additions playing against each other. All the
tracks are pieces of the larger whole,
and none of them captures everything
that makes “Wondrous Bughouse” so
special in itself.
On the album’s centerpiece, “Dropla,”
Powers repeats the lines, “You’ll never

die/ You’ll never die/ You’ll never die”
around the song’s earnest and reassuring instrumental. The lyric lives in the
fascinating space between a childish
hopefulness and a defensive denial of
reality. It is yet another example of how
exact and profound the record gets.
The almost hour-long running time
of “Wondrous Bughouse” goes by in the
blink of an eye because of the band’s
smart musical choices and the precision of its production. It’s a record
that will likely influence many young
musicians as well as foreshadow Youth
Lagoon’s future success.
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editorial

Regardless of reason, TCF rejection another
blow to ‘justifiable departure’ policy

Tufts Christian Fellowship’s (TCF) decision
yesterday to forgo seeking re-recognition
brings some degree of closure to the ongoing debate over the group’s right to require a
specific belief system of its leaders. TCF — or
however it will be known now after losing
the rights to use Tufts’ name — has made an
explicit choice to align themselves with its
parent organization, InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship, and avail itself of the requirements of the TCU Constitution in accepting de-recognition. In doing so, TCF has
also issued, at least implicitly, yet another
blow to the already suspect credibility of the
Committee on Student Life’s (CSL) polarizing decision in December to allow religious
groups to exempt themselves from university’s nondiscrimination policy.
In an email to the Tufts Community Union
(TCU) Judiciary explaining their decision,
group leaders objected to the exemption in
opaque terms, confusingly citing its differing
stance on the distinction between sexuality and sexual expression formally into the

fold of the debate for the first time since the
policy was announced in December. The
policy, they write, “does not allow us to make
the distinction between sexual orientation
and expression that we hold.” The seemingly
arbitrary, sudden arrival of this admittedly
crucial detail into the debate, while welcome,
is surprising and seems to bypass the more
relevant issues TCF and the rest of campus is
justified in having with the new policy.
Regardless of its reason, the fact that TCF
has flat-out rejected the CSL’s mind-boggling decision only adds to the legitimacy
of arguments against its implementation.
The likelihood that the CSL decision will
be altered or rejected, however, is slim:
After being asked in a TCU Senate resolution to vote on the policy, a committee of
Arts and Sciences and Engineering faculty
doesn’t even want to let the faculty consider
the motion. University President Anthony
Monaco has declined to voice a harsh word
against the policy despite its obvious problems, among which the most obvious is

its seeming endorsement of a recognized
student group’s right to discriminate.
Given that TCF has accepted its new status
as a non-recognized group in exchange for
being able to keep its InterVarsity-approved
constitution intact, there is also an opportunity here: Those Evangelical Christians
on campus whose beliefs do not align with
TCF’s now have an opening to create a more
inclusive group whose leadership criteria
and teachings are less limited in scope. This
opening existed before, certainly — there
is no immediately apparently limit on the
number of Evangelical groups allowed to
exist at one time on the Hill — but having
the real or perceived competition of TCF’s
presence in the TCU-recognized pool may
make the process of creating a new group
less intimidating.
In sum, TCF’s rejection is another referendum on the “justified exemption” decision
and merits introspection on the part of the
CSL as to its rationale for tolerating discrimination of any kind.

to have an opinion. But why should a
dispassionate person develop a viewpoint on an issue that is so far removed
from him or her? This radicalizes the
issue further and tears it out of the grip
of the people who have valuable input.
At the end of his piece, Dylan calls
on everyone to have an opinion about
the conflict. Why should we develop
a position on that issue, though, and
not others? We live in a world of conflicts, often closer to home than Israel.
Mexico, for example, is now in the grips
of a war among drug cartels whose existence depends on American drug consumption. Some estimates say that the
majority of marijuana in the U.S. is of
Mexican origin and in five years 40,000
people have died in a conflict fueled
by American demand for such illicit
drugs. Nevertheless, one hardly hears a
word about it here because of students’

inflexible commitment to personal liberty that ignores its residual effects.
Like Dylan, I am frustrated that people do not care about these issues —
but being neutral does not “legitimate a
morally reprehensible view.” If a person
does not care about a certain conflict,
their unawareness does not necessarily
put guns in the hands of the oppressor.
Every single one of us lives in ignorance
of some injustice. This is not unacceptable, it is simply the truth. Now, by no
means do I seek to be the wind at the
back of the apathetic. I just think we
should take a step back and recognize
that everyone has to pick his or her own
battles. No one can fight in every war.

jehan madhani
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
This letter is a response to Dylan
Saba’s article that appeared in the Daily
on March 5. I admire Dylan’s activism.
His Jewish and Palestinian background
puts him in a unique position, and it is
encouraging to see that he has embraced
his heritage to make a change. Being
myself half-Iranian and half-Jewish, I
can appreciate the complexity of taking
a stand, but I agree that it is essential for
people like us to educate ourselves and
have an opinion. Like Dylan, I would
be ashamed to ignore the issue and not
develop an opinion. But that is not the
case for everyone.
For a huge number of people, Israel’s
behavior in the Middle East is irrelevant.
At Tufts, prolific activism on both sides
bombards the non-aligned, convincing
them of the importance of the issue and

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

Sincerely,
Cameron Uslander
Class of 2015

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 2 p.m. and
should be handed into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com.
All letters must be word processed and include the writer’s name and
telephone number. There is a 450-word limit and letters must be verified.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy
is subject to the approval of the Editorin-Chief, Executive Board and Executive
Business Director. A publication schedule
and rate card are available upon request.
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Op-Ed
Craig Frucht | Axes to grind

Parallel scopes
by Sean

Gunn

In 2013, the issue of gun control is
one of the most hotly debated questions facing America domestically.
Should guns be more regulated? How
much more? Does regulation infringe
upon our basic rights? Meanwhile, in
the international arena, the question of
nuclear non-proliferation has yielded a
more consistent answer by the United
States. No, no, and absolutely no nuclear
proliferation if we have anything to say
about it. These may seem to be two
very clearly separate issues, but upon a
different approach, there is a cognitive
dissonance to be found, a contradiction. We need to restructure the scope of
discourse regarding both nuclear nonproliferation and domestic gun control in order to evaluate our values in
a more holistic manner, bringing the
same logic we apply at the international
scope down to the domestic level.
If we envision the state conceptually in the modern sense as a sovereign
entity, we can view it as a macrocosm of
the rights that are becoming generally
accepted as fundamental human rights.
Self-determination and sovereignty are
the two obvious parallels: In the United
States at least (and most of the Western
world) consensus has been building over
the last three centuries that an individual’s own affairs, body and mind are his
or her own, and that he or she ultimately
has the final say in matters pertaining
directly to themselves. Meanwhile, it
is an accepted conceptual norm of the
international system that sovereignty is
the supremacy of power within a state’s
given territory. Obviously, both of these
“norms” are violated far more often than
we would like, but they are currently the
accepted ideals toward which we strive.
So with these norms in mind, let’s
take it the next step, in a way that
Thomas Hobbes’ Leviathan envisioned.
Let us picture the state as a macrocosm of what we see and conceptualize as our individual selves. This takes
nuclear weapons to a macro-sized scope
of what a gun does on the individual
scope. Without direct contact between
the conflicting parties, the gun and the
nuclear missile give one or more parties the ability to do unacceptable if
not annihilating damage to the other,
a well-targeted nuclear missile has the
potential to wipe out a small state as
well as cripple other weaker states. Look
at the damage caused by Sept. 11 and
the continuing after-effects, and imagine if it had been a nuclear attack. At the
individual level, we see the same potential from guns — the potential to kill us

if well-aimed and to cripple us very easily. Is this not what we fear most about
nuclear weapons? We fear the potential
for thousands, if not millions, of people
to be killed at once, making it a statelevel fear. Once it has become a statelevel existential threat, we pull out all
the stops to regulate these weapons. At
the international level, part of our desire
to promote nuclear non-proliferation is
to keep these dangerous weapons out
of the hands of those who we believe
to be the irrational folks in the international system—terrorist groups, autocratic states and states whose ability to
keep these weapons to themselves without proliferating them (Pakistan, cough,
cough) is in doubt. Similarly, we would
hope domestically to keep guns away
from those who would use them irrationally and defy all our expected norms of
behavior by doing unnecessary harm to
other human beings.
How do we go about this on the
international level? Well, regulation
is the simple answer, regulation with
teeth. The International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) and the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPT) are international institutions
dedicated to the non-proliferation and
regulation of atomic power, specifically
to keep nuclear weapons from harming
us. For those with nuclear weapons, the
principle of mutually assured destruction (MAD) is what we have hoped keeps
those with these weapons from firing
at each other, but not necessarily so
the states and other actors we view as
irrational. Iran, North Korea, al Qaeda,
the Taliban, Iraq — all are actors who
the U.S. has had a vested interest in
keeping nuclear power away from. As a
nation we’ve gone so far as to get behind
a proposal to invade Iraq (correctly or
not) to remove nuclear weapons along
with other WMD from the hands of one
of these irrational actors for fear they
might be used in ways we disapprove
of. U.S. strategic planning in pulling
out of Afghanistan may involve maintaining sufficient forces there as some
kind of quick reaction force for nuclear
troubles in Pakistan, and Pakistani officials consistently fear a U.S. attempt
to access their nuclear program or in
laymen’s terms, “come to take away our
guns.” Of course, our insistence that
we prevent nuclear proliferation hurts
some perfectly honest actors who have
no history of violent offenses — let’s
say Switzerland, that neighbor who you
know is responsible with their weapons.
Although lacking in nuclear weapons,
Switzerland probably wouldn’t be the
most controversial state ever to pos-

sess them. While we (the international
community) allow Switzerland to have
nuclear energy because of what is effectively a definitive background check and
transparency about their programs, we
try to regulate the system enough to
prevent countries like Iran from having
nuclear weapons. Maybe the same logic
could be applied to guns?
Now, here is where the sobering facts
come in. All in all, although non-proliferation has not been 100 percent successful, it is hard to fault effort and
willingness both to achieve this goal and
constantly improve upon methods to do
so. Since the birth of the nuclear age, the
estimated number of deaths from nuclear weapons is around 200,000. All these
deaths occurred in two instances — both
were U.S. atomic weapons dropped on
the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. In this metaphor, on the world
stage the United States is the only nation
with a history of this type of violent
conduct. Gun violence? The total number of deaths in the United States alone
between 1999 and 2011 was 396,646, an
average of over 30,000 per year. Sixtyeight years of nuclear weapons and the
worldwide total death toll from these
weapons is half our domestic death toll
from guns in the past 13 years.
There are many arguments for and
against gun control, with groups at various extremes: people wanting to outlaw
gun possession altogether (which is not
unusual in other countries) and those
who say the only way to stay safe is for
everyone to have a gun, then those outlying actors who go on shooting rampages
can be stopped more easily. But let’s
return to our view of alternating scopes.
Place these arguments on the international scale and what works? True, it is a
moot point to argue that we realistically
can dispose of all nuclear weapons in the
foreseeable future, but alternatively who
likes the idea of a world where everyone
gets a nuclear weapon? Although contested and argued about as is any foreign policy, our current policy of trying
within reason to keep nuclear weapons
away from those who might use them
against our international community
seems to have persisted for a time now.
It could use improvement, and each
nuclear case is going to be different, but
we take comfort in knowing that effort
is made to regulate these weapons. Back
down to our domestic scale, why can’t
we do the same with guns?
Sean Gunn is a sophomore majoring in
international relations. He can be reached
at Sean.Gunn@tufts.edu.

Nick Pfosi / The Tufts Daily

Devaluing
liberal arts

T

here you sit, five years from now,
in your parents’ basement drinking
Crystal Lite out of a Mason jar and
using your beat-up MacBook Air
to scour the Internet for nonexistent jobs
where your ability to write a gendered analysis of “Moby Dick” or debate the merits of
Rousseau’s definition of sovereignty make
you a coveted candidate. Meanwhile, your
best friend, a former biomedical engineering major who owns three houses, has
already invented a new vaccine delivery
system that’s saved enough lives to populate a small island off the coast of Guam
— which she also owns.
This, as some media pundits — and
some Tufts students — would have you
believe, is the future awaiting today’s liberal
arts student. There’s a stigma now around
the liberal arts that didn’t exist when my
parents were college students. Both were
English majors with so-so grades, and both
ended up with jobs in their field.
When they went to school, of course,
their tuition didn’t cost more than their
houses, but that doesn’t tell the whole
story. The recent panic over the usefulness
of a liberal arts degree, more than being
due to rising tuition costs, is a product of
the unemployment crisis that has gripped
the nation for the past five years.
A 2012 study by the Associated Press
exacerbated the hysteria when it determined that only half of recent college
graduates are working in jobs requiring a bachelor’s degree. But, in addition
to ignoring that study’s methodological
shortcomings, anti-liberal-arts crusaders
are ignoring history (which isn’t so surprising, given their disdain for the discipline).
It isn’t unusual for college students to have
trouble landing a first job. Historically, just
over 60 percent of recent grads have been
employed in a job that requires a degree.
The difference today is that we’re
looking to tech fields more than ever to
drive the economy forward. Green energy, information technology, biomedical
research, manufacturing — these are the
industries we’re relying on to pull ourselves out of the recession. So where does
that leave you if your expertise lies in literature or sociology or political science?
Here’s the thing, though: the humanities and social sciences have never been
our job engine. The growth of techindustry jobs spurs the growth of jobs
for other professionals — tech companies don’t just need software engineers to stay in business, they need
professionals to market their products
to the public, write about them in the
media, advocate favorable regulations
with lawmakers and handle the various
lawsuits every successful company is
bound to face. As tech companies grow,
their employees will purchase more
from businesses that provide products
other than technology in fields like education, real estate and entertainment.
Right now, we’re in an awkward stage
where tech industries are booming but
most of the economy is still crawling.
That’s a normal side effect of the recession,
though, not the result of systemic changes
that have rendered hopeless the future of
any student who majors in philosophy.
I was disappointed to discover that the
myopic notion that a liberal arts degree is
a one-way ticket to the unemployment line
is widespread even at Tufts. According to
PayScale Inc., a well-regarded job research
company, the average midcareer salary for
a Tufts alumnus/a is $102,000, only $9,000
less than Harvard and $16,000 less than MIT.
Since more than 80 percent of Tufts alumni
were enrolled in the College of Liberal Arts,
both Liberal Arts and Engineering graduates must be finding some success. That
is, unless Tufts’ engineering alumni are all
raking in seven figures, in which case all
you really need is some soundproof foam
and a smoothie machine to make Dad’s
basement feel like home.
Craig Frucht is a senior majoring in psychology and political science. He can be
reached at Craig.Frucht@tufts.edu.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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Doonesbury

Crossword

by

Garry Trudeau

Non Sequitur 							

monday’s Solution

Married to the Sea 							

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Finding an excuse to lose your shirt

Late Night at the Daily

Monday’s Solution

Martha: “I’m just scared of ellipticals.”
Want more late-night
laughs?
Follow us on Twitter
at @LateNiteAtDaily

Please recycle this Daily.

by
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Women’s Track and Field

At Nationals, strong
finish for Jumbos
by

Alex Connors

Daily Staff Writer

Oyekunle said, training was
done and all that there was left
to do was to achieve a positive
and competitive mindset.
“In terms of preparing for
Friday and Saturday, it was all
about getting into a competitive
state of mind” said Oyekunle.
For Brutus, the key was to not
be intimidated by the big stage.
“It’s all about treating it like a
regular meet” she said. “Putting
too much pressure on yourself
messes up your performance.”
Hieber, in her third appearance at the Indoor National
meet, took eighth place in the
Pentathlon with 3353 points,
earning an All-American title
for the third time in her career.
Her highest finish among the
five events was in the 800meter run, which she won with
a time of 2:19.92, earning her
825 points.
Oyekunle finished in 11th
place in the weight throw with
a distance of 53 feet 9 1/4
inches, and eighth place in the
shot put with a throw of 45 feet
1 inch, a personal record toss
that also gave her All-American

Four members of the Tufts
women’s indoor track and field
team traveled to North Central
College in Naperville, Ill. this
weekend for the NCAA Div. III
National Championship meet,
where they finished in 43rd.
Junior Jana Hieber, senior
Kelly Allen, senior Ronke
Oyekunle and senior Sabienne
Brutus represented the university. Hieber competed in the
Pentathlon, while Allen and
Oyekunle competed in both
the shot put and weight throw
and Brutus competed in the
weight throw.
At Nationals, team scoring
is not the main focus, with
far more emphasis placed on
individual performance. This
meant the athletes made certain to focus on their preparation for this meet and on performing up to their potential.
“The four of us that did
qualify went out there and
did our best for ourselves, for
the team and for the school”
Brutus said.
Coming into the meet, see WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD, page 14

Men’s Track and Field

Sofia Adams / The Tufts Daily

Junior Graham Beutler ran a strong 400-meter leg to set up the Jumbos’
second-place finish in the Distance Medley Relay at Nationals.

Tufts finishes 14th at
Indoor Nationals
Meet highlighted by thrilling
Distance Medley Relay
by Sam

Gold

Daily Editorial Board

After enduring the ups and
downs of the 2012-2013 indoor
season, the Tufts delegation

to track and field Nationals
at North Central University
in Naperville, Ill., sought not
only to improve upon last

see MEN’S TRACK AND FIELD, page 14

Inside The NCAA

Conference tournaments to set
tone for NCAA tournament
by Andy Linder and Alex Schroeder

Daily Editorial Board

Indeed, March is upon us. The
madness has finally begun. This
weekend, regular season games
officially wrapped up for the
remainder of most of Div. I college
basketball, and conference tournaments are set for the coming
week to help the NCAA Selection
Committee decide the fates of the
top 68 teams in the nation. While
Selection Sunday is still five days
away, here’s how some of the country’s top conferences are shaping
up with NCAA tournament berths
on the line.
Five teams vie for Big 10
Championship

In what has become arguably
the most talented conference from
top to bottom this season, the
Big 10 features five of the premier
teams in college hoops, all ranked
in the Associated Press’s top 25.
While No. 3 Indiana prevented a four-way regular season tie
atop the conference with a hardfought, 72-71 win against Michigan
Sunday, the conference still looks
wide open going into the tournament with Indiana, Ohio State,
Michigan, Michigan State and
Wisconsin all hoping to contend.
After struggling a bit in early
February, coach Thad Matta’s Ohio
State squad rides in with the longest win streak among the top five
teams, with five. Ohio State most
recently knocked off Indiana last
Tuesday and Illinois Sunday afternoon to round out its regular season
schedule. The Buckeyes feature Big
10 scoring leader Deshaun Thomas
as well as junior guard Aaron Craft,
both with plenty of experience in
high-pressure tournament games
over the last few seasons.
However, the pick in this conference is still Indiana, as coach Tom
Crean’s high-powered offensive
attack featuring Wooden Award
finalists Cody Zeller and Victor
Oladipo will surely seek revenge
against the Buckeyes if they can
hustle their way to the title game
next Sunday afternoon.

MCT

Mason Plumlee and the Duke Blue Devils are rounding into Championship
form as the ACC Tournament approaches.
the Fighting Irish last week, 73-57.
Pittsburgh and Marquette will
contend in the battle for the Big
East Championship, but the depth
and experience of the Louisville
backcourt with Peyton Siva and
Russ Smith should be enough for
the Cardinals to defend their 2012
championship with another victory at Madison Square Garden.

The pick: Indiana Hoosiers

The pick: Louisville Cardinals

Big East promises a fittingly captivating tournament

Underclassmen carry Big-12
powerhouses

This season, the Big East has
been one of the most competitive conferences in all of college
basketball, marked by intense
rivalry matchups between foes
such as Syracuse and Georgetown
and Louisville and Notre Dame.
Fittingly, the regular season title
is being shared this year by three
teams — Georgetown, Louisville,
and Marquette — that all finished
14-4 in the conference, but the
No. 1 seed will go to the Hoyas,
followed by the Cardinals and
Golden Eagles.
Georgetown’s 61-39 trouncing
of No. 19 Syracuse on Saturday,
the team’s second victory over the
Orange this year, locked up the
Hoyas’ tenth Big East regular season title in program history.
While Syracuse has slipped
from their usual power position in
the Big East and Georgetown has
improved, no one can forget about
a Louisville Cardinals team that
was once No. 1 in the nation. Rick
Pitino’s squad has not lost since
their crushing five-overtime defeat
to Notre Dame back on Feb. 9, and
avenged that loss with a victory over

Over the last few weeks, three
teams have separated from the
pack in the ever-exciting Big 12
conference: Kansas, Kansas State,
and Oklahoma State.
While Bill Self’s Jayhawks looked
to be the overwhelming favorites
earlier this year to win the conference, a 23-point upset against
Baylor on Sunday plus a threegame losing streak in February
has slowed a team featuring four
seniors and standout freshman Ben
McLemore. Across the Sunflower
State, KSU has been impressive
overall and managed a share of
the regular season title, but a weak
resume against top-ranked teams
should leave them on the outside
of the title game.
With the Wildcats and Jayhawks
looking weak, the pick for the Big
12 is none other than the Cowboys
from Oklahoma State, who have
been sensational over the second
half of the season. Junior guard
Markel Brown and freshman point
guard Marcus Smart will continue
to carry the load for this team
on the offensive end — the duo
has combined for 30.7 points per

game this season and unloaded
for 53 in a road win against Kansas
back on Feb. 2.
The pick: Oklahoma State Cowboys
Dukeaffirmsspotastopcontender
in a talented ACC Championship
field
Despite the slip-ups the Duke
Blue Devils have had this season,
the team staked their claim as the
favorite for the ACC Championship
with a 69-53 trouncing of North
Carolina on Saturday.
Seth Curry’s ability to score
from anywhere on the floor, along
with Mason Plumlee’s improved
play in the paint, will make the
Blue Devils a force at the tournament in Greensboro.
And although the ACC is known
for its perennial powerhouses, such
as Duke and North Carolina, this
year the conference is definitely
more balanced heading into the
tournament, as teams like Miami,
currently first in the conference,
and N.C. State have proven they
can beat just about anyone. Both
teams have defeated Duke and
UNC this season, including the
Hurricanes’ 90-63 blowout of the
Blue Devils on Jan. 23.
The tables have turned, and
after beating N.C. State, Miami,
and UNC twice in the past month,
Duke appears to have reestablished
its presence in the ACC. The return
of big man senior Ryan Kelly has
marked a change in momentum
for the Blue Devils, making them
the choice heading into tournament season.
The pick: Duke Blue Devils
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Reliable Baby Sitter/Nanny To
care for 20 months old
child in my home. 20-35 hrs. per
week, schedule will vary. Off
Sundays. MUST be
willing to work flexible schedule. $860/week depending on
hours. If interested, please
email Resume josephshirley7@
gmail.com

Sports
-

-

WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
continued from page 13

continued from page 13

year’s 17th-place finish, but also to
win a first-ever national title.
The weekend kicked off with a bang
— and the Jumbos’ best chance at a
win — on Friday when the Distance
Medley Relay team, comprised of
senior tri-captain Jeff Marvel, junior
Graham Beutler, freshman Mitchell
Black and junior Jamie Norton went
off in the day’s final event.
Throughout the race, the Jumbos
went neck-and-neck with a formidable University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
squad, which wound up as the lone
foursome to crack the 10-minute barrier, beating out the Jumbos by less
than a second.
In a race that started off a bit slowly
and forced the teams to stick to their
pre-race tactics, the Jumbos stayed
technically sound and keenly aware in
each facet of the race. They never got
boxed in, executed flawless handoffs
— almost always near the front of the
pack — and ran their individual legs
strategically to prime themselves for
the finish.
After more than nine minutes, on
the final lap of the race, junior Jamie
Norton made his move to the front
of the pack, but was unable to hold
off junior David Stilin from UW-La
Crosse, who outkicked Norton and
secured the win for the Eagles. But
Norton’s effort was enough to give
Tufts a second-place finish, less than
one second behind — a finish one
place higher than their seed and Tufts’
best finish at the NCAA indoor nationals since 2008.
“We’re very happy with our finish,”
Marvel said. “It definitely would have

Ethan Sturm | Rules of the Game

A
classic
disappointment

S

Justin McCallum / The Tufts Daily

Senior Sabienne Brutus took home All-American honors for the Jumbos with a seventhplace finish in the weight throw at Nationals this weekend.

Ajayi finishes seventh in triple-jump
MEN’S TRACK AND FIELD

-
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Brutus overcomes injury to finish seventh in weight throw

honors to make up for a disappointing
performance on day one.
“My performance on Friday in the
weight throw was not good enough to
get me into finals, and I was very disappointed” said Oyekunle. “On Saturday,
I notched a personal record in the shot
put. Although I know I could have performed better, I was happy that I was able
to receive my first All-American award.”
Brutus placed seventh in weight throw
with a distance of 56 feet 1 3/4 inches,
also taking home All-American honors
despite competing for the entire season
with a torn anterior cruciate ligament.
“I had been working towards the
All-American title for a long time” she
said. “Competing with a torn ACL has
not allowed me to take the sport for
granted and to give it my all every time
I compete.”
And even just after a throw that
brought her near the top of the sport,
Brutus has already turned her mind
away from this weekend to avoid complacency in her training.
“Although I want to enjoy this
moment, I know that today’s moment
is tomorrow’s history” she said. “I’m
already working towards outdoor [season] right now because there are things
that need to be done. More work needs
to be done.”
Allen, who has been a high scorer for
the team all season, placed 10th in the
weight throw with a distance of 55 feet
3/4 inches, and 12th in shot put, with a
throw of 43 feet 9 1/4 inches to finish out
a strong indoor season with yet another
All-American showing.
With Nationals in the books, Hieber,
Allen, Brutus and Oyekunle can now turn
their attention to the outdoor season,
where they will look to repeat their AllAmerican performances.
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been nice to win a national title, but
we are thrilled to have finished second and beaten some very talented
teams. In the moment it was a little
disappointing, but that feeling didn’t
last very long.”
The DMR’s top-10 finish also meant
that each member of the relay team
was named an All-American, the second year in a row that the DMR has
placed among the 10 best teams in the
country.
Marvel and Beutler earned the
honor for a second time, while Black
and Norton earned their first.
Marvel finished fifth last year in the
800-meter run, and Beutler, the only
remaining member of the DMR squad
from last year, finished eighth with
that group.
“The DMR is the gold standard for
track programs because to finish in the
top five you really need two nationalcaliber milers and two national-caliber middle distance runners, which
a lot of programs don’t have,” Marvel
added. “It was a great display of the
depth our program has.”
Off the track, seniors Michael Blair
and Curtis Yancy were also in action
on Friday in the heptathlon and the
weight throw, respectively.
Blair was in eighth place after four
events, and finished in 11th with a
grand total of 4,770 points, 230 off
from his school-record tally of 4,900.
Yancy, who came in last place a year
ago after fouling on each of his three
attempts in the weight throw, submitted a toss of 51 feet 6 and 1/2 inches
to claim the 12th spot.
In the team standings, the Jumbos
sat in sixth place after day one but
moved down the leaderboard into 14th

after day two, as senior triple-jumper
Gbola Ajayi was the only Jumbo competing on Saturday.
On his first jump, Ajayi tweaked
his ankle but still managed to power
through to record a solid distance.
“I was satisfied with my performance
overall but disappointed that an injury
prevented me from really jumping up
to my capabilities,” he said.
Ajayi wound up with his second
consecutive All-American honor as he
placed seventh with a distance of 48
feet 4 inches, a mark identical to his
jump last year at the same meet. Last
year, however, he finished one place
higher.
“Once I get to Nationals, where I
finish is not terribly important to me
as long as I’m on the podium and earn
All-American honors,” he said. “There
really is no difference between sixth,
seventh or even eighth — it’s all the
same.”
When all was said and done, Tufts
managed a 14th-place team finish in
Naperville, improving three places
from last year’s finish.
This was an especially impressive
result considering how few athletes
made the trip.
Half of the group finished as AllAmericans, while the other half missed
out on the honor by no more than two
places.
The team was satisfied with its
overall performance, as the Jumbos
proved once again that they were able
to hang with the best of the best.
And, for the seniors slated to graduate
in May, the meet even proved poignant.
“I couldn’t have asked for a better
way to end my indoor career,” Marvel
said.

unday afternoon, the United States
faced a travesty of incomparable magnitude. Well, at least for those who get
MLB Network and follow the World
Baseball Classic and care about the results of
the glorified exhibition.
Team USA found itself six outs away from a
loss to Canada, a team that, at that point, had
played a total of three players with significant
major league experience. A defeat would have
eliminated the Americans and dropped them
to a last place finish in their pool. Had they
finished as cellar dwellers, they would have
had to go through qualifying just to participate
in the next World Baseball Classic.
This isn’t the World Cup we’re talking about
— at least in that sport we’re relative novices.
This is baseball, America’s pastime, a sport
we invented. We call that title of our nation’s
league the World Series, but after losing to
Mexico on Friday night, we barely deserve to
call it the “North American Series.”
Some might argue that this is far from
the best team America can put out there —
after all, Bryce Harper and Mike Trout were
nowhere to be found. But we tried “the best
team” back in the 2006 tournament, and Jeter,
Rodriguez, Teixiera, Jones, Damon, Holliday,
Griffey and Utley couldn’t even get us to the
semifinals. But the disappointing results of
Team USA call upon a large issue in the overall
structure of the tournament and how it’s run.
If the event hopes to ever hold even a tiny
fraction of the relevance and importance of
international events like the Olympics or the
World Cup, a lot of things need to change.
First of all, the event’s timing couldn’t be
worse. Teams don’t want their players risking
their bodies during spring training, even if
it’s for their country. Teixiera’s wrist injury, the
result of World Baseball Classic preparation,
won’t do anything to alleviate the fears of
owners. The injury risk also leads to inane situations, like knuckleballer R.A. Dickey, who was
limited by rule to 65 pitches on Friday, though
he could easily throw 200 in a single game.
Instead, the tournament should follow the
lead of the World Cup and run closer to the
end of the previous season than the beginning
of the next. Play it in December, somewhere
warm and tropical that players can write off as
a vacation. The injury risks will be dampened,
as players would have plenty of time to heal,
and owners couldn’t complain about it taking
up valuable spring training time, as the late
George Steinbrenner did back in 2006.
Once it’s having less effect on the regular
season, let’s bump it up to every two years
instead of every four. The World Cup works in
a quadrennial system because there is plenty
of other international soccer, but with baseball
no longer in the Olympics, the World Baseball
Classic is the only game in town. While the
World Cup builds anticipation through four
years, the Classic gets forgotten by the time
the cycle has completed.
Finally, the format needs an overhaul. Get
rid of the small pool system; baseball isn’t
meant to be separated by the results of a threegame, round robin. Either adopt the Olympics’
old system of larger pools, or get some threegame series going. Either way will allow for
more eye-drawing matchups, whether clashes
of elite teams or intense rubber games. It will
also take away the feeling that, with such a
small game sample size, advancing and winning are simply luck.
According to a University of Michigan
study, 1.4 million Americans tuned in for the
2006 edition of the World Baseball Classic. But
I have to imagine that as the novelty has worn
off, the high ratings have too. I’ll be watching
Team USA the rest of the way — but if they
want people to join me, it’s time for baseball
to enhance its international game.
Ethan Sturm is a senior who is majoring
in biopsyschology. He can be reached at
Ethan.Sturm@tufts.edu or @esturm90.
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